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Chapter-1 Introduction: 1.1) Background of the study: Social media is world new phenomena. Worldwide social media is very popular. Its users are increasing day by day. Every day, millions of people engage in social media to get information, to discuss to get fun to give feedback to do interaction etc. The general objective of this paper was to examine the tendency of presence of traditional media on social media. Today, the social media is being the good platforms of interactions. Social media are used for various purposes. Many people use it for purpose of connecting with mass at the same time. Same wise many have interest to know the world at staying on the small corner of the room. And others like to keep in touch and maintain public relation, promote their idea, philosophy or business, so link up with social media. Now days the intention of using social media is changing with the development of new technology, life style and as demand of the time.



What are social media? According to the Wikipedia, social media refers to interaction between among people in which they create share or exchange information and ideas in virtual communities and network.” A social networking service is a platform to build social networks or social relations among people who share interest actives, backgrounds or real life connections” (Wikipedia.org/wiki/social networking service).“ social networking sites are a way of using your computers, tablet or smart phone to connect with other people – to share views, news, knowledge and ideas, and also to build friendships” (bbc.co.uk/web wise). Most of the social 4sites are free and easy to sign up. A social media network much like our real social network. There is our friend, our family, work colleagues and many more. A social network is a way of staying in touch and making new connections. The regular media or traditional media is seen as a one-way street where we can read a newspaper or listen radio or watch television, but we have limited ability to give our thoughts on the matter. Social media, on the others hands, is a two way street that gives the ability to comments feedback and interaction too. Social media is the collective of online communications channels dedicated to community-based input, interaction, content-sharing and collaboration ( http://whatis.techtarget.com/definition/social-media).



Social media is becoming an integral part of life.Facebook, twitter, LinkedIn, slack, flicker Google + are some example of social media. Facebook is a popular free social networking website that allows registered users to create profiles, upload photos and video, send messages and keep in touch with friends, family and colleagues. In Nepal also people spend more time then other social media. In this research also facebook page of traditional media was studied.



Adding social media links to content such as RSS feeds and sharing buttons, or by promoting activity through social media via status updates, Tweets, or blogs posts is the advantages of social media using.



What is traditional media? Traditional media also referred to as an 'old media', this sort of media includes vehicles introduced before the use and advent of the internet, such as magazines, books, newspapers, and radio and television broadcasts. For this kind of media we don’t need network connectivity. But now a days it is also available on online form so, the definition of traditional media need to be change. If they did not use social media for their promotion or for interaction, their existence also in danger. So, now many newspaper also separated the column like, from facebook, from twitter etc. same wise many radio and television network also use social media to collect their poll, opinion, request for songs or to ask question to the guest of programs. And for live updates social media is more useful then traditional media.



1.2) Statement of problem: There are not well researched about the presences of traditional media on social media. Some small parts of study are work but these are not sufficient. But with the development in communication and technology the trend of traditional media and social media relation is merging. Now we can’t say which one is social and which is traditional media. The old form of traditional media is losing day by day. Now they are also appears in social media. By considering this fact, this study focuses on the following research problems. ● ● ● ●



How traditional media appears in social media Is the social media replaced the traditional media Is the important of traditional media were lost. Which one is more effective?



1.3) Objective of the study: The objectives of this study are, to know about the presence of traditional media on social media. To understanding the appearance of three traditional media, kantipur groups and it wing network kantipur television and kantipur Fm and kantipur newspaper on facebook. Here I only focus the face book users of traditional media.



1.4) Limitation of the study: Due to the limited time and resources, this study was depended a lot on secondary sources for relevant data. Almost all the data were collected from the social media sites of traditional media. The main limitation of this study is that it is focuses only on the presences and uses of traditional media on social media. Though on this topics we have unlimited area to study. But because of time limitation and resources limitation I have minutely study only three types of traditional media like Television, Radio and Newspaper. At the same time I have taken kantipur media house for research. In this paper I have minutely see the presences of Kantipur television, kantipur daily newspaper, and Kantipur FM and another limitation is that I have seen only the contents posted on face book. Though social media means others sites also but here in this study I mainly focuses on the use of official Facebook pages of these traditional media. Same wise another limitation is that I have seen only how many posts was updated with in 4 days (8th august to 12th).



Chapter -2 Literature review: For this paper I have study many websites and books, thesis and many others documents. But I didn’t find the research paper based on the presence of traditional media on social media. So, here is not exactly the review of others literature but some guidelines about the terminology was taken from various documents.



Chapter -3 Methodology: Here for this study I have selected various qualitative and quantitative methods for data and facts collection. In this study about the presences of traditional media on social media I have select only facebook pages for study. Now a day, every traditional media has its face book page, where they update about their news, photos videos and many more. They use it for being personal attach with audiences, listeners, and readers. In this research, desk study/ websites study methods was chosen for collecting data and facts.



Chapter 4: Data presentation and interpretations: 4.1) Face book page of kantipur FM: For being a FM station here, Kantipur FM also known as traditional media. But now it has an online version and we can listen it through online whenever and wherever we are. Now we don’t need separate radio set to listen this FM. But the connectivity of network is necessary. This FM station has its own websites www.kantipurfm.org and it has twitter account also kantipur twit. But here I only focuses on face book page because of limited time and resources I have study the presences of this FM on facebook page. https://www.facebook.com/kantipurradio, this is the official face book pages of kantipur FM. At the period of research I try to find out the how much they are updated on face book page and what type of contents they posts on the wall of face book. During this study I have summit 4 days from august 8 to 12 the updates of Kantipur FM. Where the following data was found: Total post on timeline of KANTIPUR FM: 75 Out of them: Link shared: 25 Page shared: 10 General post: 40



We can see it on pie chart also.



Figure no. 1 From above data we can say that kantipur FM’s face book page frequently shares the link. Among its total posts 53% is link shared. It shares the link from radiokantipur.org. Same wise it also share the page of its programs. It is for the promotion of their programs. And some others posts also updates on this page. Same wise we can see other type of data also. During 8 August to 12 August total 75 posts was posted on the timeline of facebook page of official page of Kantipur FM. Among the post most of them was news updates. Kantipur FM is a news oriented FM station of Nepal. So on its official page also we can see the news post mostly. Same wise it shared links of radio kantipur.org. and sometimes, it shared the page of its program’ separate facebook pages. But most of the time it post the news contents, live updates and information about the up coming program.



Figure no.2



figure no.3



screenshot of official Facebook page of kantipur FM 96.1 MHZ



4.2) Face book page of Kantipur daily news paper. Kantipur newspaper has its electronics version also. We can read it through online. Ekantipur.com is its official websites. In this research paper I have study the official facebook page of Kantipur newspaper. Though kantipur daily newspaper have several face book pages I have include the www.facebook.com/kantipuronline. In this page so many updates w can found. During my research time (8th august to 12th august), total 257 post was updated on the time line of this page. Most of the posts are news contents. Here I have categories it on five bases: Political news: 103 Social news: 30 Entertainments: 19 Sports: 64 Others: 41



Figure no.4 Above data shows that political news was most updated on the Facebook page of kantipur daily newspaper. Then entertainment news and contents are in second to posted on the timeline of its Facebook page.



. Figure no.5 screenshot of kantipur daily newspaper’s official facebook page



4.3) Face book page of Kantipur television: In comparing to Kantipur FM and Kantipur daily news paper, Kantipur television is less involve in its facebook pages. Its official facebook pages is https://www.facebook.com/kantipurtelevisionnetwork This was lunched in 2003 AD. Though, this is more famous private sectors television network in Nepal. It is not so updated on its face book page. Every program of this television channels has separate face book page. Here I only focus on the KTV channels official facebook page. But during my research period this officials sites did not updates more posts on its page. Total two posts on august 10 and these are news. Here in this facebook pages they did not updates regularly. Every program of this channels have separate face book page and their viewer regularly follow them but on the official page of KTV we can’t found enough updates. During 8 august to 12 august there are two posts. But before 8 august there is more posts but due to my limitation of research I could not include it on my study.



Figure no.6 Screenshot of kantipur television network’ official facebook page. Same wise many photos and videos uploaded on the face book page of these traditional media. Social media is very much famous for uploading photos and videos. Mostly people use it to see photo and videos of other or to uploads their owns. These traditional media (kantipur FM kantipur TV and kantipur daily newspaper) also uploads a lot of photos and videos. And almost every post was with photos.



Chapter 5: Conclusion and suggestion: Social media becomes the easier way to get mass audiences. Now a days not only social media it self very famous among people, but traditional media also used it for their promotions, interaction with public, for poll opinion and directly reach to audience and for others extra work behind the regular tasks. Today, everyone use social media. Even people get information of TV programs, Radio programs or the news publish on newspaper. Every people didn’t read kantipur newspaper regularly although they know the every news of it if they use face book or others social media. Because it has facebook page, electronic version, websites twitters etc.



Traditional media has it own social media pages but after this study we found less updates on its official Facebook pages. Almost every program has their own official pages of Facebook. They updates it regularly but in the stations, channels, and publication official Facebook pages there is less updates. In conclusion of this study, we found that traditional media (TV, Radio, News paper) also have presences on social media. They use it to informs public about their programs news content and others regular activity. And even live updates also there. Today’s’ youth demand is that easily available of social media. It seems that they can live some day without eating but can’t live without using social media specially face book and twitter. So, the typical traditional media also needed the use of social media for various purposes. And to sustain in this competitive market they needs help of social media. For the huge coverage of traditional media, the help of social media is necessary. The detail information about upcoming programs should be updates on the Facebook page so the audiences could able to listen or watch. Same wise the reliability of social media should be tested if we pick the news facts figure from social media. To check the popularity of traditional media the social media is the good options. How many likes and comments they got in social media is become the indicator of their popularity. So now a days social media is some how necessary evil to traditional media.
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